
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on media habits.
•• Trends in purchasing of media content.
•• Trends in media activities and use of devices.
•• The types of original media content people are posting online.
•• Attitudes towards posting original media content online.

The end of 2020 saw people renew their interest in physical albums after a
sharp drop at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, with purchasing of CD
albums up to 18% in the three months to December 2020 from 13% in the three
months to July 2020. Already struggling physical media markets faced a
significant blow from the pandemic, but physical video and music formats have
had a slight bounce-back, despite disruption to retail. While overall physical
media will continue to play a reduced role as digital dominates, there are
indications that the formats still cannot be dismissed.

COVID-19 has had a big impact on the media landscape in varied ways. Print
circulation of newspapers and magazines has fallen significantly, while TV
viewership across various services has soared. Mintel’s research shows limited
change between the spring/summer months of 2020 and the end of the year,
with people’s media habits/purchases remaining fairly consistent, which is in
line with the fact that people’s general lifestyles have been unable to change
much. The overall story is one of an acceleration towards digital content across
media sectors, albeit with physical markets showing more resilience than
perhaps anticipated.
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“The outbreak of COVID-19
significantly impacted
people’s media habits, with
TV platforms the early big
winner. Behaviour at the end
of 2020 was overall fairly
stable compared to the initial
pandemic period. ”
– Rebecca McGrath, Senior
Media Analyst
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• Halt in growth of video streaming subscriptions
Figure 2: Media subscriptions, December 2017-20

• Dip in reading of free online newspapers suggests news
fatigue
Figure 3: Media activities, December 2017-20

• Smaller films could benefit from digital rental releases
beyond the pandemic
Figure 4: Media downloads, December 2017-20

• More people are using game consoles
Figure 5: Devices used for media activities, December 2020

• Decline in people using smartphones to watch short videos
online
Figure 6: Devices used for viewing, December 2020

• Door opens for more authentic photo-sharing platforms
• Nearly three in 10 people from Gen Z are posting original

short videos
Figure 7: Online content creations, December 2020

• Platforms should offer more control to users over the
feedback they receive
Figure 8: Attitudes towards posting online content, December
2020

• People feel positively about going viral
Figure 9: Attitudes towards going viral online, December
2020

• The resilience of the print books market is further cemented
• Bookshop.org is crucial for independent bookstores during

the pandemic and beyond
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Figure 10: Physical media purchases, December 2017-20
• Print newspapers and magazines struggle…
• …but there could be opportunities in the children’s news

market
• Increase in people purchasing physical music gives more

hope to the future of the market
• HMV’s experience strategy could prove more effective

post-pandemic

• Halt in growth of video streaming subscriptions
• Financial concerns will have limited growth
• Disney+ targets adults following its successful launch

Figure 11: Media subscriptions, December 2017-20
• Pay-TV providers add more original content and live sport

to keep subscriptions high
• As number of music subscribers grows, Spotify explores new

premium options

• Launch of Times Radio signals the ongoing popularity of
radio
Figure 12: Media activities, December 2017-20

• Growth in use of free video streaming services encourages
broadcasters to further prioritise their online platforms

• Desire for more immediate gratification during the
pandemic encourages binge-watching…

• …but don’t write off linear TV
Figure 13: Viewership of free TV services in the last three
months, by generation, December 2020

• Dip in reading of free online newspapers suggests news
fatigue

• Smaller films could benefit from digital rental releases
beyond the pandemic

• Younger Millennials and parents are more likely to buy
digital rentals
Figure 14: Media downloads, December 2017-20

• Amazon reignites conversation around download ownership
Figure 15: Repertoire of media downloads in the last three
months, by age, December 2020

MEDIA SUBSCRIPTIONS

MEDIA ACTIVITIES

MEDIA DOWNLOADS
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• More people are using game consoles
• Video game streaming presents a threat to consoles

Figure 16: Devices used for media activities, December 2020
• Decline in people using smartphones to watch short videos

online
Figure 17: Devices used for viewing, December 2020

• Door opens for more authentic photo-sharing platforms
• Adding filter-free features

Figure 18: Online content creations, December 2020
• Nearly three in 10 people from Gen Z are posting original

short videos
• Gen Z will not leave TikTok because other platforms offer

TikTok-esque features
Figure 19: Online content creations in the last three months, by
generation, December 2020

• Encouraging women to post a greater variety of content
Figure 20: Online content creations in the last three months,
by gender, December 2020

• People are closely monitoring the response their content/
posts get

• Platforms should offer more control to users over the
feedback they receive
Figure 21: Attitudes towards posting online content, December
2020

• Ephemeral content makes posting more casual
• Preventing people posting negative content
• Many have the goal of making money from their online

content
• Direct payment features become a key feature social media

platforms can use to attract users
• People feel positively about going viral

Figure 22: Attitudes towards going viral online, December
2020

• Men more likely to aim to go viral and to make money
Figure 23: Attitudes towards going viral online, by gender,
December 2020

DEVICES USED FOR MEDIA ACTIVITIES

SPECIAL FOCUS: ONLINE CONTENT CREATION

SPECIAL FOCUS: ATTITUDES TOWARDS POSTING ONLINE
CONTENT
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• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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